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F
rom the national museums of Ottawa to the cobblestone streets of Montreal, Eastern Canada is

chock full of historic buildings and venues that provide stunning backdrops for meetings and

events. Yet the cities in this region are also modern and constantly evolving, with new hotels, res-

taurants and meeting venues opening all the time. Factor in the favorable exchange rate for the

Canadian dollar, and it’s no surprise that a growing number of U.S.-based meeting planners are

taking their business north of the border.

One such planner is Mark Lorimer of Los Angeles-based Eventive Group, who organized the FBI National

Academy Associates Training Conference in Quebec City, Quebec, in July. In addition to centering his meet-

ing at the city’s LEED-certified convention center, Lorimer brought his group to historic venues, such as Volti-

geurs de Quebec Armoury, a 135-year-old armory that once served as home to the largest French-speaking

battalion in North America; there, he hired local performers for a Cirque du Soleil-style dinner show.

“It’s not only affordable, but the currency exchange right now is advantageous,” Lorimer says. “Of all the

conferences we’ve done in the last 10 years, this was by far the one people said was the most fun—and one

they’ll talk about for a long time. It had a Canadian twist to it, and the hospitality in Canada is just wonderful.”

Here’s an overview of offerings—new and old—awaiting planners who follow their “north star” to Eastern

Canada.

Toronto
Touted as “Canada’s Downtown” for its cosmopolitan amenities, Toronto, Ontario, is the largest city in Can-

ada by population. It is also a major international meetings destination, served by 1,100 daily flights from

55 countries. “In 2018, we will welcome 26 citywide conferences and events, the most that the city has ever

hosted in a single year,” says Tara Gordon, vice president of sales and service for the business events team

at Tourism Toronto. “It is a destination that is appealing for international meetings, and for organizations

looking to expand their international standing.”

Toronto has been evolving, in part, through “adaptive reuse,” the transformation of old spaces for new

purposes. Distillery Historic District, formerly a complex of decaying industrial buildings, now serves as

home to an appealing stew of restaurants, art galleries, boutiques and retail stores, while the Bentway, a

hive of gardens, public markets, performance spaces and other attractions, has opened beneath one of

the city’s freeways. Newly revamped Museum of Contemporary Art Toronto is housed in a refurbished auto

parts factory.

On the hotel front, Toronto has an embarrassment of riches. In addition to its current supply of 170 hotels

(with 36,000 rooms), new options include The St. Regis Toronto, a 65-story property in the heart of down-

town; Kimpton Saint George, located near Royal Conservatory of Music (the hotel’s suites are equipped with

turntable systems and albums from Canadian artists); and Hotel X Toronto, a 30-story complex overlooking

Lake Ontario, which offers 404 guest rooms and suites, a rooftop pool, stadium-style movie theaters, as well

as ballrooms and event space, all adjacent to Enercare Centre, a massive exhibition complex.


